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Abstract. Business rules are relatively new addition in the field of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems, which are kind of business information systems, development. Recently some relevant enhancements of existing business information systems engineering methods were introduced,
although there are still open issues of how business rules may be used and improve qualitative and
quantitative attributes of such kind of information systems. The paper discusses existing business
information systems engineering issues arising out of using business rules approach. The paper also
introduces several ways of business rule involvement aiming at ensuring ERP systems development
agility based on running researches in the field also carried out by the authors.
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1. Introduction and Problem Statement
The issues of Software Systems (SS) development and implementation into the Business
Information Systems (BIS) in context of rapid changes of business environment are an
important part of nowadays agile systems, including Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
systems, development methodology and automated decisions making based on Business
Rules (BR) approach. BIS is usually defined as a set of business practices, procedures
and processes that are implemented into the software systems. A set of such applications
can be combined into the Management Information Systems (MIS) used for a planned
system of collecting, processing, storing and disseminating data in the form of information needed to carry out the functions of management, while ERP system incorporates a
set of applications that are not necessarily focused on decision support.
According to Chung (2003) ERP system extends Manufacturing Resource Planning
(MRP II) system, which refers to the planning of manufacturing schedules taking into account the time-phased material availabilities, ordering, and the capacities of production
facilities, to include engineering, finance, human resources, and other activities in the enterprise. ERP system intends to integrate and automate various back-office functions of
management and control activities such as finance, human resources, marketing and operations. Such integration of former separate software systems into one modular system
means great effort for developers, because of needs of business process standardisation
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and use of same object and data model across the enterprise. ERP system is a packaged
software solution that addresses the enterprise needs of an organization by tightly integrating the various functions of an organization using a process view of the organization.
ERP systems main goal is to integrate data and processes from all areas of an organization
and unify it for easy access and work flow. This is the main reason which drives fast ERP
systems expansion into former areas of business systems not dealing with ERP systems.
In general a business process is a partially ordered set of linked activities that create
value by transforming an input into a more valuable output. Both input and output can be
artefacts and/or information and the transformation can be performed by human actors,
machines, or both (Ciuksys and Caplinskas, 2007). From the historical perspective it is
important to highlight expansion of evolving ERP systems to support business processes
from operational through tactical to strategic levels. Such expansion enables implementation of more complex decision and logical derivation processes and requires the use
of new technologies and methods to support more intelligent behaviour of ERP systems.
ERP systems are as a core component, which expands through the different business levels (operational, tactical and strategic), integrates and includes several formerly separate
Information Systems (IS). This leads ERP systems becoming a synonymous of IS (though
ERP systems like BIS, MIS and Executive Information Systems (EIS) are specialization
of general IS) and such a border between ERP systems and other kind of IS is going to
be heavily distinguished.
On the other hand most ERP systems in enterprises already became huge and complex
structures which are difficult to maintain, change or develop new functionality needed to
provide artificial intelligence features needed for further decision automation. Growing
maintenance, development costs, security issues, globalisation and business distribution
across the different countries with different business rules leads to the opposite process of
ERP systems disintegration, when separate business processes for individual functional
areas are developed in fragmented manner. To stop such disintegration, development of
new more sophisticated and intelligent ERP systems development techniques and methods are needed. That also might be provided by involvement of business rules approach
combined with agile ERP systems development process.
BR are relatively new addition in the field of BIS (and ERP systems as well) engineering (Bocij et al., 2005). It has been accepted since year 1988 that BR are an important element of all type of IS (Van Assche et al., 1988; Zachman and Sowa, 1992; Loucopoulous
and Katsouli, 1992) and BIS as kind of IS therein. Object Management Group (OMG)
document “Semantics of business vocabulary and business rules specification” (OMG,
2008) defines a BR as “a rule that is under business jurisdiction”. BR from database engineering perspective are somewhat similar to integrity constraints (Date, 2000) or various
programming language constructions used for description of structured logics for making decisions in software systems. Some authors discuss BR similarity to requirements
(BRG, 2000; Hay, 2003) or state that BR can be used to represent both user requirements
and conditions to which the system should conform (Valatkaite and Vasilecas, 2005).
In general a BR was defined in Guide project (Hay et al., 1997) as “a statement that
defines or constraints some aspect of the business”. According to the OMG the BR resides
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at the borderline between business engineering and software engineering. The Business
Rules Group (BRG) gives another definition using business and information system perspectives: “From the business perspective a business rule is a directive, which is intended
to influence or guide business behaviour, in support of business policy that is formulated in response to an opportunity or threat. From the information system perspective
a business rule is a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business. It
is intended to assert business structure, or to control or influence the behaviour of the
business” (BRG, 2003).
In particular business systems are functioning according to BR approved in specific
business domain. Due to dynamic nature of business environment and accordingly BR,
they are changing frequently reacting to internal and external influences such as changes
in law, new competition, etc. (von Hale, 2001). Such changes challenge further inconsistency of existing BIS and already automated decisions or decision support in MIS and
ERP systems with new business situation are needed to be adapted to the new business
needs and changed BR – a subset of the enormous number of BR enforced by BIS. From
a business point of view, nontrivial BR may be context dependent in space (e.g., different
law in different countries) and time (e.g., law may be changed). Therefore, the rules have
to be maintained during the life-cycles of rule-based applications (Herbst et al., 1994).
According to the traditional IS, and BIS in specific, engineering methodology changes
in BR should be propagated through all the reengineering lifecycle stages starting from
problem domain analysis, requirement specification, design, etc. (Fig. 1), where BR are
involved in requirements and implemented into the BIS software code as new or modified
executable instructions or kind of production rules used for automated decisions later on.
Such traditional BIS engineering methods do not allow storage of the same rules in
one place and spreading them across the applications code servicing automated decisions
according to the same business logic. It makes further modification of software systems
very complicated and resource consuming, but enterprises cannot allow business system
to function according to inadequate rules and need achievement of fast BIS adaptation,
moreover with minimum costs.
Another problem that should be solved in case of using traditional methods is that
changes of BR usually influence not only one isolated component, but few of them and
changes in business logic should be propagated through all the isolated and integrated
software applications of BIS servicing business processes of business systems that are
affected by changed BR, when separated applications in the same enterprise are acting
according to slightly different rules. This leads to incompleteness and redundancy of these
rules, which may be specified in different ways in several software applications or may
be implemented using different technologies, or get lost in redundant pieces of code.
At least one more problem also exists. BR of particular problem domain can be similar in several enterprises, but they are rarely applied in the same way, even if they depend
on the same legal regulations. It is an extremely actual problem, when enterprises implement separate software systems customising standard versions of business processes and
BR already built into the standard installation package. Such implementations together
with integrated software provide unexpected results. This leads to the need of business
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Fig. 1. Traditional information system engineering process.

logic exchange not only between software of BIS in one business system, but the need of
business logic exchange between several business systems of same enterprise as well.
The current use of separation of system components into the application and data layers does not seem to be sufficient nowadays. The paper discuses agile ERP systems development and automated decision making using separation of business logic represented
in BR and logical reasoning components out of the ERP system components developed
in a traditional way. The aim of this paper is to analyse commonly used methods and introduce some relevant enhancements with respect to their expressiveness regarding BR.
Finally a comparison and discussion on the analysed and several suggested ways of BR
involvement is presented.
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2. Business Rules in ERP Systems
At the end of the 1960’s, a new idea to create an integrated data model within a single organization arose. Further evolution of Enterprise Resource Planning – abbreviation
ERP – systems closely followed the spectacular developments in the field of computer
hardware and software systems (Hossain et al., 2002). Nowadays ERP systems in some
context also called BIS are not only supplying information for all departments within an
enterprise to support decisions, but are used together with other software systems to automate business processes. More and more functionality is implemented into the integrated
ERP systems and now it is difficult to define exact boundaries of such systems. However
all the computerised systems in one particular enterprise must or at least should operate
according to the same set of BR. In this section we will discuss using of BR in enterprises
and its IS with main focus on the ERP systems.
In the year 1987 J. Zachman defined IS architecture, first “by creating a descriptive
framework from disciplines quite independent of information systems, then specifying
information systems architecture based upon the neutral, objective framework and view
of each participant in the IS engineering lifecycle (Zachman, 1987). This framework
has become known as the Zachman framework by the name of its author. The initial
Zachman framework consisted of three columns (for data, process, and network aspects
descriptions, respectively) and five rows, making a 15-cell grid structure. In the year
1992 J. Zachman with J. Sowa extended the framework adding tree additional columns:
people, time and motivation. This was the first time when BR were explicitly introduced
in the motivation column and found its place in process of IS engineering. The sixth –
motivation – column of the framework represents BR aspect in business systems and IS
of the enterprise according to the different views: scope, business model, system model,
technology model, components and describing the final implementation of BR in a newly
functioning enterprise, starting from vision, mission, goals, business policy and BR until
the final implementation in particular software system process executed with respect to
the BR, which either prescribe a certain action or constrain a set of possible actions in
the final software system. Relations between motivation and other columns of Zachman
framework are explicitly presented in Hay (2003).
All kinds of known BR have found its place in nowadays ERP systems, especially due
to the emerged new multidimensional data analysis tools and software based on warehousing techniques and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technologies (Mahajan,
1997). Warehouse data based business analysis tools are widely used in enterprises for
collecting and analysing of large data sets using several Data Bases (DB) of such systems
as ERP, Data Mining, Expert and Decision Support, Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), Production and other systems.
Structural BR in current ERP systems represented, e.g., in OCL (Object Constraint
Language) can be used for data model design, constraining structure of entities in data
model and implemented as integrity constraints in Active Database Management System
(ADBMS). While the operational rules are usually expressed as the requirements in the
traditional IS engineering process (Fig. 1) and implemented further into the process models of IS and its software system code as various case scenarios or methods of the objects
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for implementation and execution of business logic in the application layer of the software. By emerging ADBMS the part of operational rules can be implemented directly as
triggers (Valatkaite and Vasilecas, 2002) or stored procedures for execution of business
logic in data layer of BIS applications.
von Hale (2001) proposes to separate the process of business rule discovery into
two parts: business rule representation and relation with initial requirement specifications and specification of business rule itself. While initial requirements are discovered
by analysing processes and events in business process model or use cases. After such definition of relations between events and actions it is possible to specify decisions making
process according to captured and represented BR. This is a typical scenario of business
logic representation using ECA (Event–Condition–Action) rules and their further implementation in the executable code, e.g., by triggers (Avdejenkov et al., 2008).
This approach is the base for nowadays agile methods of the ERP system development dealing with separation of business logic out from executable software system code
and maximum elimination of human factor in the way of BR implementation from BR
management at business systems level until execution in the software applications. Such
separation of BR provide some new possibilities for management of business logic directly by business users at business system level and future implementation using transformations and messages sent through dedicated interfaces as it will be discussed in the
following sections.

3. Business Rule Based ERP System Development
The importance of BR in BIS development is motivated by many authors: Ross (2003),
Barbara von Halle (2001), Herbst et al. (1994), Morgan (2002), Chisholm (2002, 2004),
Date (2000), Bajec and Krisper (2005) and well-known organisations like Object Management Group (OMG, 2008) and BRG (2005).
Usually the traditional IS development process is vertical – from abstract business
needs specifications to the detail software data model and data processing specifications
and the finally to executable code and database scheme of software system (Fig. 1). This
leads to ERP systems, where business processes usually are implemented in black box
way, when business logic of the processes is hidden from the business user. But in our
opinion it would be great advantage when some of the services could be rules-based and
expose rules to the users with opportunity for them to manage rules directly and make
system transparent.
The business rule approach makes IS development process not only vertical but also
extend horizontal dimension. This happens because in addition to business system and
information system level specifications we intend to produce separate executable model
or new software system components that will operate on higher level of more abstract
information processing and will be integrated with traditionally developed data processing components. The typical example of such horizontal development is the engineering
process according to the service oriented architecture (SOA) presented in Smaizys and
Vasilecas (2009).
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Fig. 2. Additional components of architecture needed for ERP engineering using BR based approach.

BR approach to the ERP system development first of all means separation of business
logic, development of new architectural components servicing BR and their integration
with components developed in a traditional way. Contrary to the traditional systems BR
based systems can be viewed as not consisting of two, but of three major layers – data
management, presentation (or end-user) and BR layer (Chisholm, 2002). In concern to
SOA we propose to distinguish data, application, business logic and presentation layers
to represent major components needed for BR based systems development (Fig. 2). Separate newly introduced components are used according to the needs, purpose and selected
strategy of BR approach implementation and this is discussed in detail in Section 4.
Such new architectural components should be designed in development process. This
leads to modification of traditional engineering process introducing new processes and
development of new methods, languages, specifications and tools. First of all BR should
be captured, specified, stored and represented in a formal and informal way. Then some
component for BR interpretation usually named as business rules engine is needed. In-
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terpreted BR should be executed or enforced calling specially designed executable instructions in application or database layer, or transformed into some executable components, or at least some part of them for servicing business logics (Vasilecas and Smaizys,
2007, 2008). We also have carried out research on business rule transformation into the
requirements and some design specifications (Vasilecas and Smaizys, 2005) for further
engineering using a traditional way of IS engineering, but such a way of IS development
from our point of view is less productive.
Summarising all our obtained experience we can state that there is no existing standard
and universal method or language for BR based ERP development. All the proposed
methods are suitable only for modelling of specific BR classes and are limited by the
architecture and tools used. The main development approaches of BR based ERP systems
are discussed in Section 4 and details of BR based engineering processes are discussed
further in this section.
3.1. Business Rule Specification and Representation
A representation of BR at a conceptual level offers several advantages. Design of the
system and independent implementation of the business user oriented conceptual model
may enable simulation of behaviour of logically dependent event–action–sequences or
automated generation of rule-preserving implementations. According to Herbst et al.
(1994) several types of conceptual models do not provide a systematic treatment of
BR. Nevertheless, the available constructs for function-oriented BR specification like
UML (Unified Modelling Language) (Erikson and Penker, 2000; OMG, 2007), Data
Flow Diagrams, Merise conceptual processing model, State-Transition Diagrams, Transition Graphs, State Charts and Petri Nets, Decision tables (Smaizys and Vasilecas, 2009),
Data-oriented Object Constraint Language (OCL) (OMG, 2006; Ceponiene et al., 2009),
Entity-Relationship Diagrams, NIAM (Nijssen and Halpen, 1989) and the Behaviour Integrated Entity–Relationship (BIER) model (Eder et al., 1987); Object-oriented Event
schemas, object-flow diagrams and process-dependency diagrams offer a certain potential to specify some semantics of BR.
Generally, the graphical representations of BR for system of realistic size may become very complex and cumbersome (Grosof, 2001). Also they cannot be interpreted or
used for further transformations in automated way. For this reason, several XML based
specification languages like SBVR (OMG, 2008), SRML (Thorpe and Ke, 2001), etc.
were introduced as a possibly useful alternative or supplement to graphical presentations.
Meta-model and template based business rule specifications provide a rigorous definition of aspects, which are not or extremely inconvenient to express in graphical notations.
Such specification languages are especially suitable for a formalization of rules used for
further automated transformation or use in inference processors of rule engine. However,
the relevant interdependencies between single rules or rules and objects are preferably
expressed in a graphical notation. The most recently used business rule specification and
representation techniques are meta-model based business rule templates using XML, Decision Tables (DT) and decision trees.
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3.2. Business Rule Classification and Management
A huge amount of BR used in enterprises and complexity of their system causes difficulties in management and further use. There are few known management approaches
known as business rule repository (Butleris, 2004; Vasilecas et al., 2006) and Business
Rule Management System (BRMS) (Hall and Harmon, 2006; Morgan, 2002; Butleris and
Nenortaitė, 2009). They are used to maintain business rule version and configuration control, search, classification for its combination into rule sets to service special needs like
automated transformations or logical inference in rule engine, rule testing, simulation and
execution or enforcement.
BR according to the BRG (2003) can be separated into two main groups according to
the differences in syntactical structure: structural rules and operational rules. The Object
Management Group (OMG) proposed semantic classification of BR introducing structural, behavioural and managerial BR and a set of rule types for each category (Weiden
et al., 2004). However from our point of view it is a variation of BRG classifier of the
rules. OMG semantic classification may be probably used for better support of the elicitation of BR in application domain, but such complex classification is more difficult to
manage because of the need of a large set of different syntactical structures and different graphical notations. It complicates specification process but transformation of BR to
the production rules can be arranged better. In our projects for different purposes we are
using some mixed variant of classification, specifying rules according to the BRG classification schema and assigning classes similar to OMG semantic classification schema to
allow selection of the rules and combine them into the rule sets used for different transformation purposes and relations to the objects in other models like object structure and
process models in design phase.
There are few of BRMS for rules management which can be provided like QuickRules
(YASU Technologies, 2007), OpenRules (2008) and Versata (2006). Popular BRMS Rule
Solutions for Office System and Rule Studio from ILOG1 ILOG (2008) uses Microsoft
SharePoint portal and Microsoft Visual Studio2 technologies together with Rule Execution Server integrated with running Applications.
For the same purpose we are using Tools provided by OpenRules and provide version
control with Turtoise SVN tool instead of Microsoft SharePoint portal differently from
ILOG’s case. Both ways of BR management are quite similar, because of the use of
decision tables and XML.
Summarising BR in BRMS, BR is the intelligence resource of the meta-system and
BRMS provides resources for such meta-system to carry out smart resolution tasks in the
inference engine. It usually consists of a compiler and a BR representation (structured
frame knowledge) facility. The compiler converts external knowledge representation, obtained through meta-system interfaces into internal formal representation forms available
1 ILOG, Rule Studio are registered trademarks of ILOG, Inc. All other company and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
2 Microsoft, Microsoft SharePoint portal, Microsoft Visual Studio are registered trademarks of Microsoft, Inc.
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for storing in BR repository and for processing in inference mechanism using logical
operations described in the next section.
3.3. Logical Operations with Business Rules
BR are dedicated to represent business knowledge also needed for automation of an organization’s business and decision-making processes, removing to some extent influence of
the human factor that is prone to inconsistency and error. We propose to distinguish four
main purposes of logical operations with BR that depend on the purpose and component
used for such operations: validation of BR set for consistency; decision automation using logical inference for decision evaluation according to the BR and facts derived from
actual data in ERP system; intelligent business rule mining using flow engines able to
discover new BR of facts by doing automated business data analysis of the business data
stored in DBMS used in the ERP; and a kind of intelligent decisions using fuzzy logic
dealing with situations when it is impossible to get any decision because of inconsistent
BR set or availability of several alternative valid decisions.
At the moment there are several well-known logical derivation methods used in inference engines to process BR such as: Backward resolution also called goal-directed
reasoning (Kusiak, 1997) and Forward-Chaining also known as Data-Driven resoning
(Kusiak, 1997), Rete inferencing algorithm (Forgy, 1982) designed by Dr. Charles Forgy
during the late 1970 which found its way into expert system inferencing engines during
the 1980s and inferencing engines of BRMS nowadays, and Fuzzy logic (Bremdal and
Olsen, 1997). Backward resolution involves choosing hypothetical conclusions and testing to see if the necessary rules underlying the conclusions hold true and there are no
contradictions in underlying rules. This method is usually used for BR set consistency
validation. Forward-Chaining means following pathways through from facts to resulting
conclusions, when inference engine infer further facts that may in turn cascading triggering of further rules, which may generate further facts; Forward-Chaining is used in
ILOG JRules (ILOG, 2008) based on Java platform for integration with J2SE, J2EE,
Eclipse and SOA. Rete algorithm is supported by many modern BRE and BRMS like
QuickRules (2007), Jess (2008), JBoss Rules (2008) formerly Drools, etc. However Flow
engines using Neural networks (Jain et al., 1999) or rule extraction from time-series and
deduction using statistical methods like Cluster analysis (Das et al., 1998), etc., in the
nearest future will enable extended functionality of intelligent BRMS.
A lot of the rule engines out there were originally called expert systems or inference
engines, then they were called Business Rule Engines (BRE), and today they are known
as BRMS. This determines that logical operations with BR sets in modern systems are
usually processed and enforced using the internal inference engine or so-called BRE of
BRMS, which carries out various actions based on the reasoning results, e.g., validates
and transfers newly users designed BR directly from business system into BR repository
and uses them for further transformation or decisions in automated business processes
already implemented in ERP systems. Such integration of BR and BR based logical operations do not mean Expert systems going away. They are just going undercover of ERP
or have vent already like former MRP, CRM and others did.
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3.4. Business Rule Execution and Enforcement
Usually BR determines what action should be taken based on an enterprise internal guidelines, business practices and/or regulatory compliance. Such determined actions should
be somehow executed in the software applications of dedicated ERP system.
Such way of rule enforcement can be achieved in several ways:
• BR model and related models transformation into the executable code of applications or active DBMS components;
• BR model (e.g., represented as DT) transformation into the parameters of the software system and enforcement by execution of dedicated methods of business objects representing business logic developed according to the SOA;
• BR enforcement in BRE by execution of predefined business processes or workflows.
In Vasilecas and Smaizys (2008) we also discuss possibilities of different BR enforcement level implementation in the software applications, because in some business
scenarios such enforcement level may change depending on the business system state.

4. Business Rule Based ERP System Development Approaches
Packaged ERP applications have some embedded business rules technology. Rules in
ERP packages usually cover basic business rules, but in case you have, for instance,
a complex financial or legal scenario you would need to extend rules and enable flexible
BR enforcement. This could be allowed in Business rule based ERP systems, leading to
the need of selection of corresponding architecture, components, techniques and tools.
On the base of our experience we could define the following different strategies and
BR approaches based on ERP development maturity and used ERP engineering process
complexity:
• Separation of business logic model in design process and process-driven BR implementation in the ERP system, typically using model transformations into the
active DBMS component code dynamically or manually in the stage of system
design.
• Centralisation of business logic execution in dedicated BR execution component
using interpretation mechanisms of rule engine and BR enforcement in the integrated ERP systems activating built-in executable business processes for selected
decisions.
• Intellectualisation of ERP system by implementation of intelligent algorithms to
allow ERP system self adaptation involving automated business rule mining out
from enterprise data and artificial intelligence.
Further in this section we will discuss all these approaches of BR based ERP system
development and analyze their weak and strong sides according to the particular purposes.
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4.1. Separate Development of Business Logic Model and Integration into the ERP
System
There are several ways of business rule enforcement and implementation into the final
software system proposed: to implement into relational database constraints (Zimbrao et
al., 2003), triggers (Valatkaite and Vasilecas, 2002; Sosunovas and Vasilecas, 2004) or
executable code in applications using resolution of separately stored BR and facts representing entered value instead of validation code (Tang et al., 2005; Vasilecas and Smaizys,
2008). Usually this approach could be used for development of one particular component
of ERP system, and achieved by separate development of static business logic model used
in ERP system for execution of structured decisions using software system parameterisation (Casati et al., 2000) and later reuse of components developed (Kilov and Simmonds,
1996) and model driven service composition (Oriens et al., 2003a, 2003b; Rosca et al.,
2002). This approach is similar and usually does not need the use of rule engine. However inference processing and involvement of some rule engine is useful for validation of
BR combined into the rule sets used for further automated transformations. Summarising
our experience we could define two different alternatives of such BR enforcement and
separately developed business logic model implementation in ERP systems:
• ERP system parameterisation using BR and business logics usually represented in
decision tables.
• Business rule and business process model automated transformation into the executable business processes and business logics exchange between separate parts of
the business processes implemented into the several software applications later on.
Based on our research we can define following two approaches of BR based ERP
systems engineering: Parameter driven approach and Model transformation – driven approach. In Butleris and Kapočius (2002) the authors distinguish the third one called Independent process-driven approach, which is similar to the ILOGs approach of BR based
business process execution using BRE.
For illustration of parameter driven approach in Smaizys and Vasilecas (2009) we
have analysed decision automation based on BR represented as DT for use by separate
components servicing in business logic layer dedicated for selection of action and execution of related executable code in application layer or database layer of software systems.
Model transformation – driven approach was examined in Vasilecas and Smaizys
(2007), where we have introduced a method based on a framework early presented in
Vasilecas and Smaizys (2005) for development of XML based web applications, using
BR model transformations into the design specifications used for further development
and/or validation, interpretation and transformation of BR sets into the executable code.
The main difference of our approach is that for example ILOG uses separate Rule
Execution Server and we dedicate this functionality to the separate software system component according to the SOA by automated generation of business layer objects and direct
deployment of BR represented in DT to the Application database. This approach is simpler and can be easy understand by IT people. ILOG’s approach is more suitable for large
applications based on Microsoft technology, Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation
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and BizTalk (ILOG, 2008). Our approach is based on open source software and is integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio for the use by software developers. We do not require
the use of BizTalk or another separate rule execution server and use automatically generated dll’s with business layer objects providing execution of business logic according
to the rules stored in DBMS. The same shared dll’s in software system layer are used for
integration of several applications in the Enterprise to implement shared logics. We argue
that structured rules in DTs representing decisions required are simple and it is enough
to automate development of querying process in the software system according to the BR
managed at the business system level. Although for more sophisticated and intelligent
decision making methods based on statistical analysis (e.g., clustering), neural networks,
risk models, fuzzy logic, etc. the use of separate rule execution server is unavoidable.
Judging from the works of Avdejenkov et al. (2009) we can draw a conclusion that the
business logic exchange here is vital for easy and fast ERP modification and adaptation to
the business changes. ILOG’s approach to business logic exchange is achieved by using
separate Rule management tools and Rule Execution Server. Such rules or actions according to ILOG are exchanged through BizTalk server, where transformations needed are implemented in a special tool ILOG (2008). Our approach is related with the use of similar
XML based source to destination meta-model based transformations with development of
special transformation instructions stored as XML transformation schema (Vasilecas and
Smaizys, 2007). Another approach alternative to the business logic exchange achieved by
centralization of business logic execution presented in the next section.
4.2. Centralized Business Logic Execution and Business Rule Enforcement in Integrated
ERP Systems
There are strong arguments for a non-redundant and centralised implementation of the
IS-relevant BR in the database. This approach has the additional advantage that the rules
cannot be circumvented by operations on the DBMS because of triggers and stored procedures are used for rule integration (Badawy and Richta, 2002). However the business
logic used in business processes is distributed through different information systems software and usually differs depending on technology used for each particular software system. This leads to the problems dealing with inadequate automated decision processing
and implementation of changes into different software or several parts of ERP system.
This can be avoided by using centralized business logic execution and BR enforcement
in the integrated ERP system according to the framework presented in Avdejenkov et al.
(2009).
The main advantage of this approach is that here the part of software dedicated to
the business decisions together with the rules describing business logic is separated and
implemented into the central component of BRMS. This component is responsible for
business decisions and includes a model of decision propagation into the components of
enterprise software through several available information system interfaces (Fig. 3). The
central part of proposed framework includes some reasoning processor for business rule
execution. For example, rule execution engine also called BRE carries out various actions
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Fig. 3. The Framework of integrated intelligent system using business rule management system.

based on the reasoning results in the internal inference engine, ensuring data transferred
between any two subsystems to conform according to the BR and data entered by users
representing facts.
The interface to the external systems builds the communication between business
users, internal BRMS system components and external software systems. The emerging agent software can be used for automation of BR discovery as well. The interface
plays a key role in an open structured BRMS software system: codify human expertise
into the software system in such a way that it can adopt the most creative intelligence and
knowledge in decision making, transform formally represented BR into human language
for review and edit by users, communicate with other external intelligent software system
agents for more complicated tasks. BR based meta-rules concentration in one BRMS and
rule exchange interfaces support intelligent interaction between different subsystems in
an enterprise. Also, due to a flexible XML language used for BR formalization, it allows
introducing an open organisation structure with a new intelligent functionality. Such a
BR based meta-knowledge base system creates an open organization structure and allows
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a new intelligent functionality to enter the meta-knowledge and use it in all subsystems
with corresponding rule exchange and enforcement interfaces to engage more duties in
decision making process.
BRMS in this context allows not only integration of new services and business logic
into the existing applications at the physical layer but also allows indirect integration
of applications through BRMS or DBMS, as well (Chorafas, 2001; Penya et al., 2002).
According to our proposed framework, the integration possibilities are limited only by
architecture of the application and functionality of external communication interfaces
of DBMS and applications. DBMS usually include at least two interfaces for message
exchange in Data manipulation and description languages, represented as Data Manipulations Language (DML) and Data Definition Language (DDL) interfaces in the framework.
4.3. Intelligent Self Adaptable ERP Systems
Nowadays information system development is experiencing transition from crisp logic
to fuzzy logic. This allows for both algorithmic and heuristic problem solving. Currently, there is a considerable research being done on Fuzzy Logic Relational Data Bases
(FRDB) and Fuzzy Logic Query Languages (FSQL). Authors introduce fuzzy attributes,
fuzzy constraints, and creation of FuzzyEER model with focus on semantic aspects in
conceptual design (Galindo et al., 2006). Fuzzy logic was defined in the late sixties of
XXth century and enabled representation of more complicated rules with implication
functions which were impossible using binary logic, e.g., decision systems, where a decision is dependent on large amount of factors.
During our research we have challenged a few problems not discussed before related
to the situations, when BR are not known at the beginning or they are incomplete even
contradicting but we still need decisions. Moreover such BR systems are not static and
should be changed when a business situation changes. This means the need of development of the software systems that could be self adaptable to such changes and ensure
information system adaptation to maximise achievement of goals dedicated by the executive staff. Such situations may be resolved by involvement of fuzzy logic or flow engines
implemented in BRMS component called BR mining engine. We have made some experiments for solution of such problem by building a risk model of Vasilecas and Smaizys
(2008). Similarly in Graeme et al. (2003) author uses statistical methods for simulation
of decision influence on future state of business system. Such approach allows dynamical
adaptation of the user interface of the ERP application to the changes in business system
observed from the collected enterprise data and generation of the business service and
results in the extensions or modifications to the workflow logic, business logic or data
logic being directly reflected in the operative user front-end and the presentation logic of
ERP system.
Summarising intelligent features of ERP systems that we can get from the approaches
described in previous sections – they usually are acting by structured rules and do not deal
with every possible impact on the business environment or future consequences. That is
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the main reason why automated decisions based on such rules cannot take responsibility
and requires involvement or approval of dedicated business people. This limits decision
automation possibilities. The use of fuzzy logic instead or together with crisp logic in
ERP systems can be used to simulate a real business environment and evaluate possible
impact providing automated heuristic decisions.

5. Discussions
In this section we want to debate typical questions that may arise during discussions on
the subject of this paper.
• Why there are so many different BR approaches for the ERP system development?
We argue that there are not widely accepted standards or universal BR approach
for ERP development yet. This leads to a large scale of different methods and
variations of systems engineering processes and architectures used. In this paper
we have made efforts to group them into the three main groups according to the
maturity level, complexity and components used to ensure the agile ERP system
development. This started from a simple involvement of BR and separate management according to the first approach described in Section 4.1, centralised BR
execution and enforcement involved in the second one which is described in Section 4.2 and intelligent way of BR mining and use for self adaptable ERP system
development described in the third approach presented in Section 4.3. However this
set is not final one and we expect new evolving methods of ERP systems development in the nearest future, especially those related to the intelligent self adaptable
ERP systems. Every further approach is more complicated and the selection of the
approach used should be made according to the particular needs of ERP systems
developers and business users.
• What about propagating changes of ERP systems data model when BR system
has been changed?
We agree that there are some limitations for modification of the existing data
model. Especially, when using parameterisation approach in development process.
However according to our method proposed in Smaizys and Vasilecas (2009) it
is allowed to change the existing data model and we allow addition of new rules,
conditions and actions, by propagating them directly into the data model of configuration part of the software representing BR based business logic by running
automated transformations and executing DDL instructions in the new iteration of
development process. Automated refresh of logical model at the business system
layer, update and automated generation (refresh) of the code at business logic tier
according to the n-tier architecture is also required. However, we experienced limitation assuring compliance of already existing business data records to the new
BR and still we can not deal with changes in existing attributes and relations of
business entities being propagated in an automated way.
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• Why we are presenting included ideas as important to ERP systems development only?
We agree that most of the presented information could be applied to the development of intellectualized IS in general. That is because as we have noticed before –
the border between ERP systems and other kind of IS is going to be heavily distinguished. However the ideas, methods and results presented in this paper are based
on our running researches in the field of ERP systems only. Wider application of
the methods presented in this paper for intellectualized IS in general should be
produced with care and checked accordingly.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have overviewed BR based ERP systems engineering process and separated three main approaches used for such a ERP systems development based on maturity
and complexity of engineering processes and methods used. Depending on the approach
used for BR based ERP systems development it may be possible to ensure different level
of agility by an instant deployment of changes in the Business policy and immediate reaction to the changes on the market or competition by changing existing business rules and
introducing new rules not by programmers, but by business analysts. Such advances allow ERP systems to be more transparent, auditable and to achieve cost reduction because
of more efficient process of introduction of changes in business policy into the software
systems of BIS used for implementation of decision automation and decision support.
Current commercial ERP systems are developed using traditional BIS engineering
methods and only few of them are on the first – BR separation level of maturity and
complexity according to the BR based ERP approach classification proposed. Basically
business rules are used only for description of business logics in business processes modelled and implemented in traditional way.
Although BR based ERP systems have more complex development process in an initial phases, but such a system is more efficient in further maintenance and simplified
modifications that is especially needed for businesses with frequently changing regulations and business policy, competitive behaviour on the market and requiring a high level
of customisation and adaptation to the large scale of separate customer needs, especially
when the software is designed using SOA.
Because of complexity of BR approach and no existing standardised methods of BR
based ERP systems development current systems still not include any centralised component acting as BRMS. This prevents the use of more complicated and mature BR based
approaches of ERP systems development. It still may be only partly achieved using separate additionally developed software applications, which ensure automation and execution of business processes responsible for decisions according to the business logics
represented in BR. Such extensions usually are integrated with ERP systems using all
the available standard ERP system interfaces or special messages passed trough business
process management server.
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There are more problems left to solve in order to start a wide-ranging development of
BR based intelligent ERP systems. Several early businesses oriented and ERP integrated
products using business rules technology have their roots in the realm of artificial intelligence and inference systems. They were complex, expensive to run and maintain, and not
business-user-friendly. However some modern ERP system developers (e.g., Oracle, etc.)
have already started implementation of intelligent parts of the software systems using
BR approach.
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Lankstus ERP sistemu kūrimas naudojant verslo taisykles
Aidas ŠMAIŽYS, Olegas VASILECAS
Pastaraji dešimtmeti kiles
 susidomėjimas verslo taisyklėmis lėmė nauju informaciniu sistemu
kūrimo metodu atsiradima. Verslo taisyklės buvo pradėtos vis dažniau ir dažniau naudoti lanksčiu
resursu planavi(angl. Agile) informaciniu sistemu kūrimui. Tačiau ju taikymas kuriant imonės

mo (angl. Enterprise Resource Planning – ERP) sistemas išlieka visiškai nauja taikymo sritimi,
teikiančia dideliu vilčiu siekiant ženkliai pagerinti kokybines ir kiekybines šios rūšies informaciniu sistemu charakteristikas. Šiame straipsnyje apibendrinami žinomi verslo informaciniu sistemu
kūrimo metodai leidžiantis panaudoti verslo taisykles, nagrinėjamos su taisykliu taikymu susijusios problemos, pristatomi nauji verslo taisykliu taikymo būdai leidžiantys užtikrinti ERP sistemu
kūrimo lankstuma, paremti straipsnio autoriu vykdomu šios srities tyrimu rezultatais.

